One of the main sources of destruction during earthquake is resonance. Therefore, the following idea has been proposed. We design special control linkages between floors that are normally unattached to the building but can be attached if necessary. They are so designed that adding them changes the building's characteristic frequency. We continuously monitor displacements within the structure, and when they exceed specified limits, the linkages are engaged in a way to control structural motion. This idea can also be applied to avoid vibrational destruction of large aerospace structures.
In terms of our mathematical model, adding an additional force means adding an additional term to fa that compensates for the unwelcome (resonant) components of f~.
This method often works, but it has two main problems:
9 this method requires lots of energy for control, and, e.g., spacecraft must be energyefficient;
9 if not precisely implemented, this method can pour lots of additional energy into the system in the wrong times, and thus cause additional destruction [17] .
Semi-active control. There exist a modification of this method, called semi-active control, where instead of implementing an out-of-phase force, structural changes are made in the system to change its characteristic frequencies and thus avoid the resonance (see, e.g., [7, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ).
A new approach. For semi-active applications, a new method was proposed in [23] . According to this method, we do not add any energy to the system at all. Instead, we design special control links that are normally unattached to the building but can be attached if necessary. They are so designed that adding them changes the building's characteristic frequency. We keep monitoring displacements, and when motion is detected, the control linkages are alternatively engaged and disengaged in such a way that energy in lower (more destructive) modes of vibration is shifted into higher modes, where the energy is quickly structure itself. This idea can be also applied to structures. This idea has been thoroughly checked simulation [23] . A brief mathematical description of the new dissipated through passive dumping within the avoid vibrational destruction of large aerospace theoretically, and verified through computer approach. In terms of our above-given mathematical description of resonance destruction, the idea is as follows. When we engage an additional linkage, we thus change the way how the displacements and velocities of different points influence each other. In our terms, we change the structural force function ff~. As a result, the coefficients of the linearized system of equations will also change: instead of we will have
The idea is as follows: if the frequency of one of the components of the external force coincides with one of the eigen frequencies of the system (i.e., with one of the eigen values of the matrix A,~b), then, we engage the control linkage; this changes the matrix and hence, changes the eigenvalues that are no more equal to the frequencies of the external force.
In order to implement this idea, we must have a way to decide when to switch. We have already mentioned that only small frequencies are potentially destructive. Therefore, it is reasonable to estimate the potential danger of the existing displacements and velocities by the total energy of all low-frequency components (i.e., of all the components whose frequency is _< w0 for some chosen w0), and to engage the control linkage if and only if this engagement decreases this total energy.
For a linear system, energy is a quadratic function of displacements and velocities (i.e., in our terms, of the variables qa): terms that are quadratic in AZ~ correspond to the potential (elastic) energy, and terms that are quadratic in velocity represent kinetic energy. For this same reason, the total energy of low-frequency components is a quadratic function of q~, say E = ~ E~bqaqb. When we engage a control linkage, we thus change the coefficients of the linear system, and hence, we change the coefficients in the expression for its energy. The new expression for energy will be ~7 = ~ E~bq~qb. The coefficients E~b and E~b can be determined before the control starts, so in course of the actual control, we know them.
So, for given q~, the question of whether to engage the linkage or not reduces to checking a simple inequality: E = Z E~bq,~q6 > E = E E,6q~qb, or, what is equivalent, ~(Eab--E~b)q~qb > 0.
In real life, we do not know the exact values of q~ (i.e., of displacements and velocities). If we substitute the imprecise values of qa into this inequality, then we may end up with a wrong decision (and in these applications, wrong decisions can be fatal): 9 We may not engage the linkage when it is necessary to, and thus fail to avoid destruction, or 9 We may engage the linkage when there has been no potential damage to the building, and by engaging this linkage at the wrong time, actually worsen the situation and force destruction.
Since imprecision in q~ can lead to grave consequences, it is important to determine q~ as accurately as possible.
Related mathematical problem: brief informal description. To check for a resonance, one must know not only the displacements x(ti), but the rates x(ti) with which they change. The existing velocity sensors are much more expensive than the displacement sensors. So, if we are designing a reasonably cost system, we cannot use velocity sensors. Instead, we must estimate the velocity from the measured (and hence, approximately known) values of the displacements We must make control decisions really fast (in milliseconds). Therefore, there is no time to process lots of data. So, when estimating ~:(t~), we can take into consideration only the measurements in a few consequent points. Hence, all of them belong to a small time interval, and therefore, on this interval, the function x(t) can be well approximated by its first few Taylor expansion terms. In case this interval is sufficiently small, linear approximation is sufficient, so we can assume that a fimction x(t) is linear. If this is not enough, we must add second order terms, and consider the case when x(t) is quadratic.
A reasonable system must rely on low-cost, reasonably priced sensors. Therefore, the resulting measurements have a non-negligible error. This error leads to an error in the resulting estimate for the derivative. In view of that, it is necessary to design methods of computing derivative that would have the smallest possible error.
1.
Interval estimates for the derivative: formulation of a mathematical problem 1 Ren~zrk. This definition was, in effect, originally proposed by R. E. Moore (see, e.g., discussions of dixrete fimaions in [20] , Section 5.1, and [21] , Section 2.5).
Definition 2. Suppose that a function interval .~ is given. We say that a class of functions S is consistent (or com1~ztible ) with ~ if S M Y: ~ ~.
Rem~zrk. In our case, this means that the measurement results (expressed by a function interval .T') are consistent with the supposition that the unknown function belongs to the class S. (All the proofs are placed in Part III, for reader's convenience).
Remark. In this paper, we will consider only convex classes of functions, namely, the class of all linear functions, and the class of all quadratic functions. Therefore, the derivative sets will always be intervals (finite or infinite). Denotations. Let us denote the set of all linear functions x(t) = a + bt by L, and the set of all quadratic functions ~:(t) = a + bt + ct 2 by Q.
Main problem: first formulation

Given ~" and to, to check whether ~" is compatible with L or Q, and to compute the derivatives d~/dtlL and d.~/dtIQ
It is reasonable first to try L, and then, if L is incompatible with ~', to try Q.
How to solve this problem?
Traditional and interval methods of numerical differentiation are not applicable to this
problem. There exist several methods of numerical differentiation, both in traditional numerical mathematics (see, e.g., [4] ), and in interval mathematics (see, e.g., Chapter 8 of [1] , Section 5.4 of [3] , [6, 16, 18] , Chapter 11 of [19] , [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] ). However, we cannot directly apply these methods to our problem, because:
9 methods of traditional numerical mathematics usually give a numerical estimate, and do not provide us with an interval of possible values; and we have already mentioned that for our applications, this is crucial;
9 methods of interml 7mah~naics are mainly designed for estimating the derivative of the functions that are given by analytical expressions [1, 3, 6, 18, 19, [24] [25] [26] ; definitions from [16, 27, 28] are applicable to the case when we have finite interval estimates for x(t) for all t, but in our case, we have such estimates only for t = tl, 9 t = tn.
Commem. In general, there is no way to reconstruct a function for all t from the observations in finitely many points. In our problem, however, as we have already mentioned, high-frequency components of the displacement function go to 0 real fast. As a result, we consider only functions that are formed by low-frequency components and are therefore, very smooth. And if we have a very smooth function that is defined on a small interval, then its linear or quadratic terms provide a practically perfect approximation. We can. apply linear programming. These problems can be solved by reducing them to linear programming. In both cases, we have linear programming problems, and they can be solved using known polynomial-time linear programming techniques (e.g., Karmarkar's method [9] ). Why is linear, programml-g not satisfactory. As we have already mentioned, we are in the area of real-time control, therefore, the computation time must be as small as possible. The computational time of an algorithm is roughly proportional to the total number of elementary computational steps (arithmetic operations, comparisons, etc). Karmarkar's method demands Ca 3"s steps, where n is a number of equations (i.e., in our case, the number of measurements), and C is a rather big constant.
Even if we have several processors working in parallel, the general case of a linear programming program is unlikely to get a dramatic speed-up (more formally, it belongs to the class P that consists, crudely speaking, of problems with worst possible parallelization abilities, see, e.g., [8] ). Why cannot we apply known methods of solving interval linear equations? Our problem can be easily reformulated in interval terms. For example, for a linear case, the problem is to find all possible values of b for which for soine a, we satisfy the system of interval inclusions:
This system is called an interval linear system (for a general definition, see, e.g., [29, 30] , and references therein), and the interval of all possible values of b is called an optimal sohaion of such a system. There exist numerous methods of finding optimal solutions' of interval linear systems. These methods have been perfected for many years, and the latest algorithms are very ingenious and fast (for the latest survey, see [30] ).
The majority of these methods share the same good property: they are un/verstd in the sense that they are applicable to an arbitrary interval linear system. But this same good property is the cause of the common problem of these algorithms, the problem that leads us to the necessity to invent new ones. Namely, the problem of finding an optimal solution to an interval linear system has been proved to be NP-hard [15] . This term means that no matter how smart (and thus fast) an algorithm for solving such system can be, in some cases, its computation time will increase exponentially (i.e., as a" for some a > 1). An exponential function grows so fast that for reasonable n, this time quickly exceeds the lifetime of the Universe. The fact that such "worst" cases exist for these algorithms does not invalidate their usage in economic problems, in some optimization problems, etc: if once in a while we do not get the optimal result, or it takes too long to get this result, no big deal.
In our problem (earthquake-resistant engineering) milliseconds do count, and 100% reliability (i.e., getting results in 100% of all the cases) /s an issue. If once in a while, our system fails, the building (or the spaceship) may be destroyed. Because of that specific feature of Our problem, we cannot use the existing universal algorithms. We have therefore to design new ones, that will be applicable to our problems only, but that will have a guaranteed (and small) running time.
Final formulation of the problem
To find algorithms that ~npute derivative sets fluter than the general methods of linear programming.
Comment. If we achieve that, then our algorithm will be faster than n 3"5 and hence (for sufficiently large n), its running time will be smaller than an exponential function. Since we are interested in computing the estimates for the derivative as fast as possible, a crucial question is what is the running time of this algorithm. A running time is usually estimated by the total number of elementary computational steps (i.e., comparisons, and arithmetic operations) that we must perform to apply the algorithm. So, let us enumerate the number of computational steps for the above-described algorithm.
Before we proceed, let us make one remark. With one exception, throughout the whole paper, by a computational step, we will mean an arithmetic operation. There will be one exception: while computing the statistical estimate, it is impossible to avoid computing a square coot, so, for that case (and for that case only), we will add computing the square root to the list )f elementary operations. Let us now return to our algorithm. Since we are given zi, ti and ;i, we first need to compute z~" = xi + r and x~-= xi -r Each computation takes 1 step, so totally, we need 2n steps. After that, computing each pair of expressions (:c:~ -z+)/(t,-tj) and (:c + -z-~)/(ti-tj) takes 5 computational steps (3 subtractions and 2 divisions). Totally, we need to compute n(n -1)/2 such pairs (for all i < j), so it takes 5n(n -1)/2 computational steps. Now, to compute d +, we must compare n(n-1)/2 such expressions, and find the smallest one. We can find the smallest of n(n -1)/2 numbers in n(n -1)/2 -1 steps. To compute d-, we need the same number of comparisons. So, the total number of computational steps for 2) As we have already mentioned, in earthquake-resistant engineering, every millisecond counts. So, although our algorithm is faster than the known ones, it would be nice to make it still faster. Our hope that this can be done is based on the following argument. The algorithm that we have just described is based on the simplest possible idea of solving an interval linear system: namely, wherever in this system we have an interval (in our case, zi E Ix;, z+]), we choose one of the possible endpoints. Thus, we get lots of different non-interval linear systems. For each of these systems, we find a solution. By comparing these solutions, we compute the biggest and the smallest values of the unknowns (i.e., compute an optimal solution). This idea is known to be too expensive time-wise: it turns out that not all possible linear systems have to be solved. By cutting down on the number of these systems, we can drastically decrease the running time of the algorithms that find optimal solutions of interval linear systems [29, 30] . These "cutting" ideas are not directly applicable to our case (at least we could not figure out how to apply them), but their existence makes us hope that our (rather primitive) algorithm carl (probably) be further improved.
3) Another reasonable way to decrease the running time of an algorithm is to run it on a parallel computer (in which several processors can run in parallel, i.e., simultaneously). If we have several processors, then we can indeed decrease the computation time: 
3D
Second result: How to estimate the derivative in real time 3.1.
Motivation of the following definitions
In the previous sections, we considered the situation when we have to apply the algorithm once. However, in the desired applications, we must monitor the derivative, i.e., with every new measurement, produce a new estimate. This new estimate must be obtained in reed lime, i.e., the computations must be done by the moment of the next measurement. Therefore, the computation that uses Zl,..., x~, must produce the result before the moment t,,+l, and can, therefore, spend the computational time < t,,+l -t~.
Usually, the time intervals t~+l-ti are either equal, or approximately equal. In both cases, the smallest m of these differences if positive, and the biggest M is finite: 0 < m < M < oc. Therefore, to estimate the derivatives in the moment t~, we must use time < M. If we denote by At the time of one elementary computational step, then we conclude that for every n, we can use _< C computational steps, where we denoted C = M/At.
For both algorithms from Section 3, however, the number of computational steps increases with n, so we cannot use them directly for monitoring For a seq~tentitd com~aer, the fact that the computation time increases with n can be easily understood. Indeed, since we must process all n values xi,.-., :r~, to each value we must apply at least one elementary operation. The elementary operations that we considered (arithmetic, comparisons, etc) require at most 2 variables. So, we need at least n/2 elementary operations to process all the values Zl,...,zn. Therefore, the number of computational steps is > n/2, and thus it tends to oo when n --~ oo.
We cannot use all the values zt,...,z,~. How many of them can we use?
Since processing k numbers requires _> k/2 computational steps, and the number of steps that we can use is limited by l~[/At, we can conclude that k/2 <_ M/At, i.e., that k < b, where we denoted b = 2M/At. Therefore, there exists a constant b such that in estimating the derivative, we can process only b values of xi.
For a paredM comtnaer, we can have similar estimates. Indeed, the final result of the computation is obtained by using some elementary operation. Each operation can handle only two numbers. Therefore, any computation that can be performed in the time of one computational step, can process at most 2 values x~. If we take computations that take the time of 2 computational steps, then we can at best process 2 numbers, each of which is a result of processing at most 2 numbers, i.e., the result can depend on at most 4 different values xi. In general, after the time that is necessary to perform k computational steps, we can process at most 2 k different values xi. Therefore, since the time is limited by _< l~l/At computational steps, we can process at most b = 2 m/At values.
In both cases, to estimate the derivative, we can process at most b different values of zi. So, we must choose b values out of n. Since we consider a process that needs monitoring, the value of the derivative can Change over time. So, to get the most precise estimate at the moment tn, we must consider b latest values z,, xn-~, 9 9 9 zn+l-b (of course, if n _< b, then we can process all the values xi).
Let us formulate this situation in mathematical terms.
3.2.
Definitions of real-time algorithms, and the complexity of such algorithms 
4.
Third result: How to compute derivative set if x(t)
is quadratic Theorem 6 . Assume that to is a real number.
If n ~ 2, then any function interval Jr is compatible with Q, and the derivative of .T with respect to Q in the point to coincides with (-oo, +oo). If n > 2, then a function interval .T is compatible with Q if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:
I) (~--~)~)/(t, -tj) < (~; -~/-)/(tk -t~) for all i,j, k, r such that (t, -to7 > (tj -to)L (tk -to) 2 > (tl -to) 2, and t~ + t~ -
2to = tk + tl -2to > O;
2) (x~ -x?)/(tj -t,) >_ (x? -x-~)/(t, -t~) for all i, j, k, t such that (t, -to7 > (tj -to)L
(tk -to) 2 > (tt -to) 2, and ti +tj -2to = tk +tt-2to < 0;
3) d + >_ d-, where d + = min(d~-, d~), d-= max(d?, d~),
rain and max are taken over all quadruples (i,j,k,l) such that (ti-to) 2 > (tj-to) 2, (t~, --t0) 2 > (tl --to) 2, and ti + tj -2to > tk + tl -2to, Remark. For big n, this method is worse than Karmarkar's (that gives Cn3"S). However, for small n, it is reasonable to use, because a constant C in Karmarkar's method is rather big.
Theorem 8. For S = Q, there exists an algorithm that given a function interval and a value to, checks whether .T is compatible with Q, and, if it is compatible, computes the derivative of .7= in parallel. The running time of this algorithm is less than or equal to the time necessary for 4 log 2 n + 5 computational steps.
We can apply these algorithms to the case of real-time estimates, and get the following results: 
Part II. Statistical estimates
50
Statistical estimates of the derivative: definitions and the main result
Remark. In this section, we will consider the case when all the measurements are performed by the same measuring device, and therefore, all the measurements have the same precision.
Denotation. For a random variable ~, we will denote its mathematical expectation (average) by Remark. We are interested in statistical estimates for which the error is the smallest possible. We consider only linear functions as statistical estimates, because for the most common distribution (Gaussian) it is known that the estimates for which standard deviation is minimal are linear.
Theorem 11. The optimal statistical estimate is d = ~i aixi, where a~ = (t, -t )/(na2), t= ~-~ ti/n, and o'2= (~-~(t, -t )21 i / Its error is equal to ~/( V/-~t).
9
Computational complexity of the optimal statistical estimate
Case when the times t~ are known beforehand. Let us first consider the case, when the times ti are known before the measurements, so that the coefficients ai can be precomputed. Reng~rk. In the next Section, we will consider a frequent case, when ti+z -ti = const. In this case, as we will see, the number of computational steps can be made even smaller.
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Optimal statistical estimates for the case when measurements are made in consequent moments of time Definition 9 . We say that the mecmtrements are made in consequent mmnents of time if ti+t -ti = At for some At > 0. In this case, ti = tt + (i -1)At.
For this case, we can simplify the formulas from Theorem 11. Let us first consider the case, when n is odd: n = 2k + 1. To simplify the formulas, let us denote the midpoint (tk+z)
by So, and other points by s-k, 9 s-t, So, 9 .., sz .... , s~, where si = ti+k+t. Correspondingly, let us denote by Yi, -k < i < k, the values that correspond to the points si, i.e., Yi = Xi+k+l. Let us now consider the case, when n is even: n = 2k for some k. In this case, we will also denote the midpoint by So: So --(tz + t,~)/2 = tz + (n/2 -1/2)At. In this case, the distance between So and ti is not proportional to At, so it sounds reasonable to introduce the following denotations: we will denote t~ by sj, where j = (t~ -So)/At = i -(n + 1)/2, and correspondingly x~ by yj for the same j. Then j runs from -(n/2 -1/2) to +(n/2 -1/2).
Proposition 3. If n = 2k, then the optimal statistical estimate is
and its error is equal to o'/(dxt~/n(n 2-1)/12).
In particular, for n = 2, the optimal statistical estimate is
d -YI/2 -Y-1/2
At and error is equal to or~At; for n = 4, the optimal statistical estimate is
and error is equal to r etc.
Let us now consider real-time algorithms. Remark. According to Propositions 2 and 3, we can precompute the coefficients ai of the optimal statistical estimate, and thus computing this estimate would take at most 2b-1 computational steps: b multiplications and b-1 additions. Therefore, if b <_ 5, and 2b-1 < 10, it is better to use the direct formulas described after Propositions 2 and 3. If b > 6, then 2b-1 > 10, and it is better to use the algorithm from Theorem 18. Remark. The gain in running time is even bigger than we can conclude from comparing these Theorems from the ones from the previous section. The reason is that in Section 7 we counted computation of a square root as 1 computational step, while in the present Section, we need only arithmetic operations, and arithmetic operations are much faster than computing square root. So, not only we need fewer computational steps, but the steps are shorter.
9D
Optimal statistical estimates in case the function x (t) is quadratic Definition 12 
aZ2i(h-t0) 2 + flE~(t,-t0) 3 + 7E~(t~-t0) 4 = 0
Remark. In this case, we can repeat Definitions 7 and 8 to define real-time algorithms and their complexity. The result of this application is as follows: Ren~zrk. In other words, this algorithm has the same nice property as an algorithm from Theorem 16: its running time does not depend on b, so, we can use arbitrarily big b, and still get the estimates in real time.
Linear formulas are not helpful for interval estimates of derivatives
Linear formulas are very simple to compute, so let's try them. In Section 6, we considered formulas that describe an estimate for the derivative as a linear combination of xi: d = ~i a~zi.
Computing a linear formula is computationally very easy, so it is reasonable to ask: can ~e use linear estimates in the interval case as welt? We will prove that even in the simplest case, when the function is linear (i.e., S = L), and the precision is fixed (ei = r linear formulas are not helpful for interval estimates. 
<_ (xf -x~)/(h -tj). When i < j, then ti < tj, and the above inequality turns into b >__ (xy -x+)/(tjti). So, b must be not smaller than all the numbers (x-f -x~-)/(tj -ti), and not greater than all the numbers (x + -xy)/(t~-t~).
These inequalities are equivalent to the condition that b is not smaller than the biggest of its lower bounds maxj>i ((x~--x+)/(tj -ti)), and not bigger than the smallest of its upper bounds mini>j ((X + --x-f)/(ti -tj)).
In other words, b is a possible value of the derivative if and only if d-< b < d +. Such values exist if and only if d-< d § and form the interval [d-, d+].
[] Theorem 2 was proved in the main text.
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that we have an unlimited number of processors (later on we will compute how many processors we actually need). First, let us compute x + = a:i + r and :c~-= zi-ci for all i. This can be done in parallel on 2n processors. Since they are all working in parallel, we spend the time that is equivalent to only one computational step.
Now, we compute the values (x + -xy) and (ti -tj) for i > j, and the values (x~--x +)
and (tj -ti) for j > i. All these subtractions can also be done in parallel, and for that we need 2n(n -1) processors (two for each pair (i, j) except for i = j). The amount of time that we spend here is also equivalent to one computational step.
Next, we compute the ratios (x + -z2)/(t~ -to) and (z; -z+)/(t~ -td. This can also be done in parallel, on n(n-1) processors, and takes the time of one computational step. After that, we have two sets of n(n -1)/2 numbers each; for the first set, we must find the biggest, for the second set, we must find the smallest. It is known (see, e.g., [8] ), that for every N, the best method of finding the maximum of N numbers Pl,.-.,PN in parallel takes _< N processors, and can be done in _< log s N + 1 computational steps. 4. If N = 4, then we divide the numbers into pairs (Pl,P2) and (Pa. P4). Then, first. we find the maximum for each pair: i.e., max(pl,p2) and max(pa, p4) tin parallel), and second, compare the two results to find the maximum of all four numbers Pi.
8. If N = 8, then we divide the eight numbers into 4 pairs: (Pl,P2), (pa, P4), (Ps, p6) and (Pz, Ps). Then, for each pair, we compute its maximum: ql = rnax(pl, P2), q2 = max(pa, p4), q3 = max(ps, P6) and q4 = max(pT, Ps). This can be done in parallel, and therefore takes the times of one computational step. After that, we find the maximum of the resulting 4 numbers ql, q2, q3, q4 (we already know that this can be done in 4 steps). After each step, we halve the set of numbers that we still need to compare, so in k steps we get the maximum. N ~ 2 k. Let us now consider the remaining case, when N ~ 2 k. In this case, we take the smallest number 2 k that is _> N, add N -2 k numbers that are equal to Pl, and apply the same algorithm.
Since k is the smallest for which N < 2 k, we have N > 2 k--l, hence log 2 N > k -1, and k < log s +1. So, we need < N processors and < log sN + 1 computational steps. We can compute the minimum (to compute d +) and the maximum (to compute d-) in parallel.
Each computation takes _< log 2 (n(n --1)/2) + 1 < log2(n2/2) + 1 = 2 log 2 n --1 + 1 = 2 log 2 n computational steps, and takes < n(n-1)/2 processors. To compute both estimates in parallel, we need < n(n -1) processors.
After we computed d + and d-, we must compare them to check whether d + _> d-and thus whether .T" is compatible with L. This takes one more step.
Now we have described all the stages of our computation. In total, we need _< 1 + 1 + 2 log s n + 1 = 2 log s n + 3 computational steps, and _< max(2n, 2n(n -1), n(n -1)) = 2n(n-1) processors.
[]
Proof of Theorem 4. In the algorithm from Theorem 2, the biggest part of computational time was spent on computing the expressions (xT, -x+)/(titj) and (x + -x-f)/(titj).
In our case, we need these expressions for n -b < j < i < n. After we computed the estimates d + and d~, we read the new values xn+l and t~+l. To compute d +~+1 and d~-+l, we must use the similar expressions for n + 1 -b < j < i _< n + 1. But the values of these expressions for i < n + 1 have already been computed on the previous stage, so we do not need to compute them again. The only new values that we have to compute correspond to i = n + 1.
So, the new algorithm is as follows: for every n, we follow the same steps as in algorithm from Theorem 2, with the only difference that the values of x.~, x +, and the expressions
(x;-x+)/(t,-tj) and (x + -x-f)/(t~-tj) that we have already computed on the previous stage (for d + and d~-) we can use for d++t and d~+ t as well.
Let us estimate the number of computational steps per measurement for this algorithm. For a new value tn+l, we must compute (b -2) new pairs of expressions (one pair for each j that lie between n + 1 -b and n + 1). To compute each pair, we need 5 operations, so totally, we need 5(b-2) computational steps.
We must add to this amount 9 computational steps to compute + 
Proof of Theorem 6. We consider the case when a function z(t) is quadratic, i.e., when x(t) = a + b(t -to) + c(t -to) 2. In such a representation, the value of the derivative dx(t)/dt
in the point to equals b.
If n = 2, then for every b and arbitrary values zl, x2, r > 0 and r > 0, we can easily find a function x(t) that belongs to both Q and .T: indeed, it is sufficient to find a and c for which a + b(tl -to) + c(t~ -t0) 2 = xl and a + b(t2 -to) + c(t~ -t0) 2 = x2. These two equalities form a system of 2 linear equations with 2 unknowns a and b whose determinant is different from 0, therefore this system always has a solution.
The same is true for n = 1. So, if n < 2, then .Y" is always consistent with Q, and any value of the derivative is possible, i.e., the derivative" set is indeed equal to (-eez, +oo).
Let us now consider the case n > 2. A quadratic function x(t) belongs to a function interval .T if and only if x-[ < a + b(t~ -to) + e(t~ -t0) 2 __ x ?
for all i from 1 to n. We are interested in the value of b, so let us reformulate these inequalities in an equivalent form that does not contain a and e. In other words, let us eliminate a and c from these inequalities.
First, let us eliminate a. This can be done in the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 1. Indeed, suppose that b and e are given. When does there exist an a for which the above inequalities are true? If we move terms containing b and e to the other sides of the inequalities, we will obtain equivalent restrictions on a:
x? -b(ti -to) -c(ti -to) 2 < a < x.+, -b(ti -to) -e(ti -to) 2.
So, a must be not smaller than all the left-hand side expressions, and not bigger than all the right-hand side expressions. For such an a to exist, every left-hand side expression must be not be greater than the right-hand side one, i.e., for every i and j the following inequality must be true:
x7 -b(ti -to) -c(ti -to) 2 <_ x + -b(t3 -to) -c(tj -to) 2.
Since the new set of inequalities is equivalent to the old set, the problem of finding the derivative set can be now reformulated as follows: we must find all b for which there exists a c such that the inequalities
z~ -b(ti -to) -c(ti -to) 2 <_ xf -b(tj -to) " c(tj -to) 2
are true for all i and j.
Let us now eliminate c from this new set of inequalities. If we move all terms with c into one side, and all other terms into another side, we get the following inequality:
Since and b(ti -to) -b(tj -to) = b(ti -to -tj + to) = b(ti -tj) c(t -to) 2 -c(t -to) = -to) -(tj -to)
we can transform this inequality into the following simplified equivalent one:
For every pair (i, j), we have this inequality, and we also have the inequality that is obtained from this one by changing i and j. The resulting inequality for c depends on whether the coefficient at c (equal to (ti + t3 -2t0)(ti -tj) -.i and the j, i inequality is equivalent to the following one:
So, for a given b, the value of c for which all the desired inequalities are true, exists if and only if first, all the inequalities that do not contain c are true, and, second, any lower bound for c is not greater than any upper bound for c, i.e.,
(x[ -xf ) -b(ti -t~) (ti + tj -2to)(t~ -tj) (x~ -x[ ) -b(tk -t,)
< (tk + tl -2to)(tk -h) for each quadruple (i,j,k,l) such that (ti-to)2> (tj-to) 2 and (tk-to)2 > (tz-to) 2.
We can express this inequality directly in terms of b by moving all terms with b into one side of the equation:
Canceling similar terms in the numerator and the denominator of the fractions that are coefficients at b, we arrive at the following simplified inequality:
If ti + tj -2to = tk + tt -2t0, then the coefficient at b is equal to O, and therefore, this inequality turns into the following one:
=;-_ ~+ =; -~/-<0.
(t, + tj -2t0)(t~ --tj) --(tk + tl -2t0)(tk -t~) -If ti + tj -2t0 = tk + tz -2t0 > 0, then by multiplying both sides of the inequality by this number we conclude that (x-[ -x+)/(ti -tj) -(x; -x~')/(tk -tl) < O, or (x~--z~-)/(titj) <_ (x~-xT)/(tk-tt).
If t~+tj-2t0 = tk+tt-2to < 0, then we get the inequality
Let us now consider the remaining case, when ti + tj -2to ~ tk + h -2to. In this case, we actually have two inequalities: the one that we gave above, and the one that is obtained by changing i,j to k,l and vice versa. So, without losing generality, we can assume that ti + tj -2t0 > tk + tz -2to. In this case, 1/(ti + tj -2to) < 1/(tk + tt -2t0), the coefficient at b is negative, and the inequality turns into the following:
For the inequality that is obtained by changing z,j to k,l, the coefficient at b is positive, so we get the following inequality: 2) For every i > j, we check whether (ti -t0) 2 = (tj -to) 2. 2a) For all i > j, for which this equality is true, we compute the values ti-tj, x + -z~-,
x T -x +, (x + -x-~)/(t, -tj), and (x; -x+)/(t, -tj).
2b) If (ti -t0) 2 # (tj -t0) 2, we permute i and j if necessary (so that (ti -t0) 2 > (tj -t0 ) 2) and compute the values ti -tj, ( ti -to) + ( tj -to) = t~ + t: -2to, l/(t~ + tj -2t0), x + -x~-,
and (x; -x-f)/((h -tj)(ti + t: -2t0)).
3) Enumerate all the pairs i,j and k, l such that (t~-t0) 2 > (tj-to) 2 and (tk-t0) 2 > (tt-to)L For each such quadruple, compare ti + tj -2t0 with tk + tt -2t0.
3a) If ti+ti-2to = tk+h-Zto > 0, then check whether (z-~-zT)/(t,-tj) > (z:(-z+)/(t~-tj). If this inequality is not true, then ~" is inconsistent with Q. 3b) If ti+tj-2to = tk+tt-Zto < O, then check whether (x +-zg)/(tj-ti) > (xg-x~)/(h-tk).
If this inequality is not true, then .~-is inconsistent with Q. 3c) If ti + tj -2t0 < tk + tt -2to, change i, j to k, l and vice versa, so that after that change we will have ti + tj -2to > tk + tl -2to. Let us now estimate the number of computational steps for this algorithm:
1) The first part of the algorithm requires 4 steps for every i from 1 to n, i.e., overall, 4n steps;
2) For every pair i > j, we make 1 comparison and then (depending on the result of this comparison) either 5 or 9 computational steps. Therefore, for each pair, we need at most 10 computational steps. Since there are n(n -1)/2 pairs with i > j, we need at most t0n(n -1)/2 = 5n(n -1) computational steps for this part of the algorithm.
3) For each quadruple (i, j, k,l), we need 1 comparison, and then, depending on the result of this comparison, either 1 more comparison (in cases 3a and 3b), or 5 computational steps (in cases 3c and 3d). So, for every quadruple, we need at most 6 computational steps.
4)
To estimate the total number of steps for this part of the algorithm, we must multiply 6 by the total number of quadruples. A quadruple (i, j, k, l) is a pair of different pairs (i,j) and (k,1). So, the total number of quadruples is equal to P(P -1)/2, where P is the total number of pairs with the property (ti -to) 2 > (tj -t~ -This number P is not greater than the total number of pairs n(n -1)/2, so the number of quadruples is _< P2/2 < (n(n-1)/2)2/2. Hence, the total number of computational steps for this part of the algorithm is _< 6(n(n-1)/2) 2/2 = 3(n(n-1)/2) 2.
To compute the minimum d~ of N <_ 1/2(n(n-1)/2) 2 numbers, we need _< U computational steps. Likewise, the number of steps for computing the maximum d~-is _< ll2(n(n-1)/2) 2. To compute the values d + and d 7, we need _< n(n-1)/2 computational steps. Then, we need two steps to compute d + and d-. So, totally, we need < -(n(n-1)/2)2+n(n-1) 12 computational steps for this final part of the algorithm.
By adding all these numbers we can now get the estimate for the total amount of computational steps for the entire algorithm: it is _< S, where S = 4n + 5n(n -1) + 3(n(n -
2 . If we compute all the expression in the parentheses, we arrive at the following result: S = 4n + lln 2 -lln + n 4 -2n a + n 2. Adding all the coefficients at 1, n, n 2, n a, and n 4, we arrive at the following formula: S=n 4-2n a+12n 2-7n<n 4+12n 2.
[] Proof of Theorem 8. We can compute all the values from parts 2), 3) of the previous proof in parallel: for that we need g n 4 processors (one for each quadruple). Totally, to compute all these expression, we need the time that is necessary for 6 computational steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
On 1st step, we compute x + = xi + ei, x~ = xi -~, ti -to, and ti -tj for all i and j.
On the 2nd step, we compute (ti -t0) 2, (ti -to) + (tj -to) = ti + tj -2t0, x + -xf , and x[ -x + for all i and j.
On the 3rd step, for every i > j, we check whether (ti-t0) 2 = (tj-t~ 2. For all i > j, for which this equality is true, we compute the values (xi + -xf)/(ti -tj) and
we permute i and j if necessary (so that (ti -t0) 2 > (tj -t~ 2) and compute the values 1/(ti + tj -2t0), (x + -xf)/(ti -tj), (~.7 -zJ-)l(t, -t~).
On the 4th step, we compute (x + --xf)l((ti -tj)(ti + tj -2t0)) and (x~ -x+)/((titj)(t, + tj -2t0)) for all i,j.
On the 5th step, we compute the values N~kl and Dijkl for all i, j, k, I.
On the 6th step, we compute all the fractions • N~kz/ D~jkt.
Then, we must find the maximum and the minimum of < (n(n -1)) 2 + n(n -1)/2 numbers. This amount is _< 1/4(n 4 -2n 3 + n 2) + (1/2)n 2 -(1/2)n = (1/4)n 4 -(1/2)n 3 + (1/4)n 2 + (1/2)n 2 -(1/2)n --(1/4)n 4 -(1/2)n 3 + (3/4)n 2 -(1/2)n. Since n _> 3, n 3 >_ 3n 2, so (1/2)n 3 > (3/2)n 2 > (3/4)n 2, so (1/4)n 4-(1/2)n3 § (3/4)n 2-(1/2)n = (1/4)n 4-((1/2)n 3-(3/4)n:) -(1/2)n < (1/4)~ 4.
Computing maximum and minimum can be done in parallel, so it is sufficient to estimate the time that is necessary to compute one of them, and then add 1 step for comparison of d + and d-. To find the smallest of < (1/4)n 4 numbers, we need _< log 2 ( (1/4)n 4) 4-1 ---4log 2n-2+l=41og 2n-I steps. Totally, we need < 6 + (4 log 2 n -1) = 4 log 2 n + 5 computational steps.
[] Theorems 9 and 10 were proved in the main text. In the following we will consider only non-biased estimates. Let us compute the error for such estimates. Since ~i are assumed to be independent, we can conclude that 0.
So, the error is proportional to ~ a~. Hence, the error is the smallest possible if and only if the sum ~i a~ is the smallest possibIe.
So, the problem of finding the non-biased statistical estimate with the smallest possible 2 under error, is equivalent to the following mathematical problem: to minimize a function ~i ai the conditions ~i ai = 0 and ~i aiti = 1. The Lagrange multipliers method allows us to reduce this problem to the unconditional optimization problem F = ~i a2 + )h ~i ai + A2 (Ei aiti -1) --* rain for some constants Ai. This problem can be easily solved by equating the derivative OF/Oai of the minimized function F to 0: 2ai + )~1 + A2ti = 0. As a result, we get the expression ai = a + flti, where a = -1/2A1 and ~ = -1/2,~2. To find a and /3, let us substitute these expressions into the conditions ~i ai = 0 and ~i aiti = 1. As a result, we get the following system of equations: [] Proof of Theorem 13. If we have several computers working in parallel, then we can make all the multiplications in parallel (taking the time of only 1 computational step), and then compute the sum of the resulting n products in the time of _< ].og 2 n 4-1 computational steps (such an a!gorithm is given, e.g., in [8] ) The idea of such an algorithm that parallelizes addition is very close to the idea of finding maximum in log 2 n + 1 steps (see the proof of Theorem 3): if n = 2 k for some k, then we divide n products Pl = atxl,p~. = a2z2, ... into pairs; on 1st step, we add each pair, getting the results Pl + P2, Pa + P4,. 9 Pn-t + P~; on 2nd step, we divide these n/2 results into pairs, and compute the sum of each pair (getting Pl + P2 + Pa + P4, 1)5 + P6 + P6 + pr + Ps, -9 .), etc.
[] Proof of Theorem 14. In this case, for a sequential algorithm, we need n -1 computational steps to compute the sum ~iti, 1 to compute t, 2n to compute ti -{ and (ti -{)2, n -1 to compute the sum Zi(ti -t)=, n to compute ai = (ti -{)/(2i(ti -{)2), and 2n -1 to compute d = 5-2.i aixi: totally, we need 7n -2 computational steps.
[] Proof of Theorem 15. For a parallel computer, we need _< log 2.n + 1 steps to compute ~i ti, 1 step to compute t, 2 steps to compute ti -E and (ti -f)a (because computations for different i can be done in parallel), log 2 n + 1 steps to compute the sum ~i(ti -~')2 1 step to compute a, = (ti-{)/(~i(ti-~)2) for all i, and log2n + 2 steps to compute d = ~-~iairci . Totally, we need 3 log.~ n + 8 computational steps.
[] Proof of Theorem 16. Let us first reformulate the formula for d from Theorem 11, so that is will become easier to compute in real time. According to Theorem 11, the optimal statistical estimate is equal to d -=-~iaixi, where el = (ti -~-)/(rto't 2) and o'~ = (~7~i(ti -t)2)/n. If we substitute the expression ~t 2 = (~i(tit)2)/n into the formula for ai, we conclude that ~i = (t, -~)/(E,(t~ -g)=). If we use the easily verifiable fact that ~i(ti -{)2 = Ei t~/n -n{ 2, then we arrive at a formula a~;= (ti -t)/(~i t~ -nt2). Finally, if we substitute the expression for t, we conclude that
We can also express it in the following form: d = (5'1-$2S3/n)/($4-S~/n), where we denoted $1 = ~ixiti, $2 = Zixi, Sa = ~iti, and $4 = ~it~.
In these terms, the error is equal to
For our case, a statistical estimate d~ for a derivative in the moment t~, is equal to After that we compute dn and e using the same formulas as for n = b.
For n < b, we need 6 computational steps; for n = b, we need 6 + 6 = 12 steps to compute d~, and one division + one square root to compute e. For n > b, we need 10 computational steps for an update, 6 to compute d~, and 1 division + 1 square root to compute e. In all cases, we need at most 17 arithmetic operations + 1 square root per measurement.
[] Remx~rk. The algorithm described in this proof is vulnerable to errors: if accidentally we input a wrong value of ti for some i, then, we spoil $1, $3, $4, and thus spoil the resulting estimates dn for arbitrary big n. To make this algorithm more error-prone, we can periodically check its results by applying the formulas from Theorem 11 directly. This checking will practically not slow down the computations, since we do not need to do it for every measurement, just periodically (e.g., for every tenth or every hundredth measurement). Proof of Theorem 17. In this case, we can use an algorithm similar to the one from the proof of Theorem 16. Namely, if we have several processors that can work in parallel, then we can 
k /2 The value of the sum ~=i is known to be k(k + 1)(2k + 1)/6 (this formula can be easily checked by mathematical induction). Therefore, crt2 = 2(1/(2k + 1)) (k(k + 1)(2k + X)/6)At 2= k(k + 1)/3)At 2. Substituting these expressions into the formulas from Theorem 11 completes the proof.
[] Proof of Proposition 3. In this case, t" = so, and
At2 n-i~2
The values i = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2,..., (n-l)/2 can be represented as (2j-1)/2 for j = i, 2,...,/~.
The sum S = E~=I(2j -1) 2 of the square of all odd numbers from 1 to n can be represented as the difference between the sum of all numbers from 1 to n and all even numbers from 1 to n, i.e., as S n .2 n/2 " 2 = ~j=13 --~j=1 (23) " The first sum is equal to n(n + 1)(2n + 1)/6, the second n/2 9 2 sum E~=1(23) is equal to 4 times the sum ~]]._/]j2, i.e., to 4(n/2)(n/2+ 1)(2n/2 + 1)/6 = n(n + 2)(n + 1)/6. Therefore, the difference between these two sums is equal to n(n + 1)(2n + l)/6-n(n+2)(n+ The update of SI and 5"3 can be done by the same formulas as above, with the only difference that we cannot read t,,, we must compute it. This computation is also simple: tn := tn-i + At. So, we arrive at the following algorithm: at every moment of time, we keep the values S1, S2t, and the values xi, ti and xiti for all i such that n -b < i < n. Initially, S1 and $2 are set to 0. t to tl -(b-1)~2At, and tl to the given value. Then, while n < b, we read x,~, compute tn := t,~-i + At and znt~, update S1 and 5'2. Si := Si + x, tn and $2 := 5'2 + x,~, and update t" := t+ At.
For n = b, in addition to all those steps, we compute the first estimate d as (Si -S2t)/S. For n > b, we read x~, compute tn := th-I + At and x,t~, update t: t := t'+ At, update Si and 5'2 using more complicated formulas: Si := Si + x,~t~ -X,-bt~-b, o02 := $2 + xn -xn-b, and compute d as (S1 -S2t)/S.
For n > b, we need 10 computational steps; for n < b we need less. So, our algorithm The number of computational steps that is necessary to update a sum, does not depend on b.
To compute a, 3, and "7, we need to solve a system of 3 linear equations with 3 unknowns. If we know the coefficients, then the number of computational steps that we need to solve this system, does not depend on b.
All the coefficients are of the type ~i(ti -to) ~ for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. The number of steps that we need to update these sums does not depend on b.
Adding all these numbers, we get the desired upper bound C for the number of computational steps that does not depend on b.
[] to (E, lad) e.
In particular, if we take ai from the formulation of the theorem (i.e., a/~ = -al = 1/(t,~ -tl) and a2 = a 3 .....
an-1 = 0), we can easily check that ~i a/= 0 and ~i a/ti = 1. So, for this estimate, the precision equals (Ei la~l)e = (2/(tn-tl))e. This value is finite, so, there always exists an estimate with finite precision. Let us first prove that this problem has a solution. Indeed, we already know a sequence a/ that satisfies both conditions. For this sequence, ~i ]a/I = 2/(tn -tl).
Therefore, while looking for the most precise estimate, we can restrict ourselves by the sequences for which Let us now find the sequence with the smallest possible value of p (or, what is equivalent, the smallest possible value of ~i [a/I). Let ai be such sequence. Let us prove that at most two of its elements are different from 0. We will prove it by showing that if three different elements of a~ are different from 0, then this sequence cannot be the one for which ~i [a/I is the smallest possible. Indeed, suppose that a~ # 0 for at least 3 different indices i. Since ~i ai = 0, the values of a~ cannot all be of one sign. So, we can choose the three of them that are not all of one sign (i.e., either one is positive and two other are negative, or one is negative, and two other are positive). Let us denote these three values by j, and l. So, aj :fl 0, ak#O, and at ~0 for some j <k<l.
Ei lad < 2/(t~-tl).
Let us prove that by changing these three values we can diminish the value of Ei Jail, while still retaining the conditions ~i a/ = 0 and ~i a/ti = 1. We will try to take a sequence a' i that is defined by the formulas a} = aj + eebj, a~ = ak + c~bk, and a' z = at + c~bz for some real numbers c~ ~ O, bj, be, bt, and a~ = a/ for all i that are different from j, k, or I.
We want to guarantee that ~i a'i = 0 and ~i a{ti = 1. We assumed that the sequence a~ satisfies these conditions. So, if we substitute the above expressions for a' i into these formulas, and use the conditions that ~i a/ = 0 and ~i a/ti = 1, we can conclude that a' i satisfies these Let us now estimate ~i last for these a~. Since aj + c~bj --* aj as a --* O, we can conclude that for sufficiently small c~, the expression aj + c~bj has the same sign as aj. where E = sign(aj)bj + sign(ak)bk + sign(at)bt. Let us prove that E r 0. Indeed, we chose j, k and l in such a way that two of the values aj, ak, at are of one sign, and the third value is of different sign. Suppose, for example that aj > 0, ak > 0 and az < 0. Then, E = bj + bk -bz. We have already proved that bj + b~ + b~ = 0, therefore, Z = (bj + bk + bt) -2bt = -2bt. According to the above expression for bt, it is r 0 if bj 7 ~ O. So, in this cases, E :fi 0. Likewise, we can consider all other combinations of signs and prove that in all cases, E ~ 0. Since E r 0, we can take a of the opposite sign with 1~, and find a sequence a' i, for which ~]i la'il < Zi lait, and thus, a contradiction to our assumption that Zi lai] attained its minimum in the given sequence ai. This contradiction proves that the assumption that ai is non-zero for at least 3 different i, is false.
So, ai is different from 0 for at most 2 different values of i. It cannot be different from 0 only for one i, because from ~i ai = 0 we would then conclude that ai -=-0, and hence ~,i aiti = 0 ~ 1. Therefore, for optimal sequence ai, ai is different from 0 precisely for 2 different values j < k.
In this case, the conditions ~iai = 0 and ~iaiti = 1 turn into aj +ak = 0 (hence aj = -ak) and ajtj + aktk = 1. Substituting aj = -ak into the second equation, we conclude that ak = 1/(tk -tj) and aj = -1/(tk -tj). For this sequence, ~i lad = 2/(tk -t3).
So, in order to find a sequence ai with the smallest possible precision p, we must find a pair j < k, for which the expression 2/(tk -tj) takes the smallest possible value. This expression is the smallest possible if and only if the difference tk -tj is the biggest possible. This is attained if tk is the biggest possible (i.e., k = n), and tj is the smallest possible (i.e., j = 1). Therefore, the sequence ai for which p is the smallest coincides with the one given in the formulation of the theorem. El
